SIGN
Aries
Fire
House
Holder

Cancer
Water
House
Holder

Libra
Air
House
Holder

Capricorn

Earth
House
Holder

God/desses
Mythic Expression

This Mystery School Investigates
Jupiter Quest For

Job in Tribe

Shadow

Wild Warrior Woman,
Warrior Amazon,
The Tom Boy, Joan of Arc,
Queen Boudicca, The
Rugged Individualist, Boys
with the Toys, The Knight,
The Hero, The Competitor,
The Warrior Protector

The Worthy Cause, Pure Centered-On-Self Awareness, Beginners Mind,
Spontaneity, Aggressive Play, Protects the Cosmic Order, Love of the Game.
Seeks a noble cause they can 100% commit to promoting and protecting.
Aggressive play, restoring and upholding justice for all, fun new experiences
and adventures. Aries asks: “What is the nature of the righteous noble cause,
the cause worth fighting for that I can be 100% committed too furthering?”

Lone Wolf,
Seeks Noble
Cause as the
Warrior/Protector
of the Tribe

Fighting with no virtuous cause or
purpose, extreme self absorption,
no empathy or compassion,
velocity addicts, careless
uninspired action, lack of a cause
or mission

Mother Father
expert nurturer,
creators of safe
space for other
tribal members

Sense of self is only through what
they give family, only connected to
family or clan, giving to get,
drained by giving, controlling,
unable to receive or be vulnerable
or not know

The 'Great Mother' In Her
Nurturing Aspects, The
Good Father and Family
Man, The Nurturer, The
Protector,
The Wife, The Husband,
The Partner, The Divine
Consort, The Diplomat,
Conscious Collaborator
and Co-Creator, The
Peacemaker, Hera (Juno)

The rules and principles governing the structure of the universe, brings spirit
into matter to responsibly manage and administrate their domain using the
rules and principles in the operating manual of the universe. Learning to be a
wise elder. Does it grow corn? Does it work? Does it get beneficial,
sustainable results? Being willing to take on what is needed to bring a new
structure into practical form benefiting the next several generations. Capricorn
asks: “What is the nature of responsibility and the joy of job well done?”

Elder teacher
expert of the tribe

Aphrodite, The Lover, The
Courtesan, Intimacy and
Pleasure Expert The Artist,
Musician, Dancer, Model

Aesthetics, Intimacy as an Art Form, Receptivity, Brings Spirit Into Matter to
thoroughly enjoy it. Extending the moment as long as possible. Sensual,
tantric pleasure savoring aesthetics of life, learning how to receive with
gratitude. Taurus asks; “What is the nature of pleasure, beauty, intimacy and
receivership as a path to embodied bliss?”

Epicure and
Sensualists of the
Tribe, Savors and
enjoys finest
elements of their
tribal specialties

The Leading Wo/man, The
Amazon Queen, The King,
The Star, The Born Leader

Radical, radiant self-love, self-acceptance, self-approval, self-respect.
Learning to be a leading player on the stage of life. Creators who are making it
up as they go. Being seen and showing up big, developing a strong will, selfconfidence to be a leading player on the stage of life. Full-on experience of
personal divine nature, learning they are divine and don’t have to prove
themselves. Leo asks: “What is the nature of my divinity and how can I show
up and shine like the Sun as a radiant divine being inspiring others?”

Star or celebrity of
the tribe, the
out-front leader,
performer and
director

Leo
Fire
Self
Interest

Social and relating
experts of the
tribe, the ones
who have a
partner

The Matriarch, The Wise
One, The Prime Minister,
The Business Wo/man,
The Counselor, The Elder,
The Lawgiver, The Good
Provider, The Circle of
Grandmothers

Taurus
Earth
Self
Interest

Responsible Nurturing, Home and Roots, New Themes for Home And Family,
How to responsibly love, nurture, nourish and support others, creating a safe
to be vulnerable and not know for all members of the family, tribe, project and
community…Something to believe in, a responsible and committed experience
of nurturing. Responsibly giving Love to Progeny or 'Seeds' until maturity is
reached, Identity based on giving. Responsible Love and Commitment to their
family and tribe. Cancer asks: “How can I nurture and support?”
Non-hierarchical Conscious Equal Sober Realistic partnership, Balance
between individual self-knowledge and consensus reality. Self-discovery
through interaction with the other. Relationship is first priority as the path to
god, learning to give and take in healthy realistic personal relationships,
rewriting the operating manual for healthy interdependent relationships
(healing all co-dependent tendencies). Creating a safe space for all places on
the wheel to be honored, idealism in interrelating including world harmony
Libra asks: “What is the nature of a healthy, spirit directed, pair bond?”
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Lacks sense of self and identity
without a partner, idealizes life
especially relationships, gives up
their personal voice to keep the
peace, collapses into addictive
relationship patterns, trapped by
myth of the perfect relationship or
soulmate, indecisive
Achievement and perfection
driven, must be in charge, stuck
materially, difficulty receiving,
Merlin/Leader syndrome i.e. stuck
being teacher/leader/elder without
a personal life, overwork without
joy, the exiled scapegoat, takes
self too seriously
Lazy, stubborn, gluttony, attached
to acquisition, kept women or
men, addicted receivers,
indiscriminant receiving, stuck on
material plane, strives toward
cultural perception of beauty
Light polarized, I am god and you
are not, entitlement, a need to
special…to be better than,
attention seeking behavior, “I am
the anointed one … do as I say”
(example Pres. Bush and Trump),
stealing the spotlight

SIGN
Scorpio
Water
Self
Interest

Aquarius
Air
Self
Interest

God/desses
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Shadow

The Sorcerer/ess Witch,
Magician, Kali, Pele, Hecate,
Cretan Snake Goddess, The
King-Stag, The Horned-God,
Pan, The Green Man, Pluto,
Hades, Cernonoss

Merging will and desire through feeling the full spectrum of emotions with no
attachment to results, knowing through feeling, complete experience and
command of generating and embracing life force energy, death and rebirth
themes, releasing what feels dead, creating magic, going further and deeper
beyond known edges than ever before – going for passion, intensity, and
ecstatic bliss. Scorpio asks; “What is the nature of my desires, emotions,
eros, sexuality, magic and manifestation as an enlightenment path?”

Shaman, shadow magnet of the tribe,
Catalyst taking
process deeper,
attends to
increasing life force
and mysteries of
death and rebirth

Freedom from the known and awareness of the cosmic perspective, the fair
non-evaluative witness, spiritual or intellectual objective detachment, higher
truth, love, and egalitarian ideals, unique eccentricity and revolutionary ideas
enriching life's possibilities, thinking thoughts not thought before, may start
revolutions but are not soldiers, detached big picture overview, cosmic
consciousness, living in the higher chakras, associations with fairy realm,
other dimensions and planets, eccentric visionary, grand experimenters, free
electrons, change agents. Aquarius ask: “What is the nature of freedom?”

Radical
revolutionary
eccentric with the
widest view, free
electron of the
tribe

Afraid of power, fear of being
burned at the stake, excessive fear
of feelings, unhealthy secrecy,
depression, overly controlling,
attachment to how their desires
manifest, stealing life force,
obsession with dark themes
Too detached, too cool and aloof,
checked out, split off, everything is
unfolding as it should,
disconnected from body and
emotions, don’t mess with my
personal energy field, denies there
is a shadow, only positive thinking,
environmental sensitivity,
light polarized

The nature of freedom. The creative muse, eternal youth, cosmic joke, reality
beyond the limits of rationality. The entire spectrum of logical and mental
interconnectedness, the nature of analytical mind and all its forms of
communication, going beyond linear processes, magical connection to the
divine muse, crazy wisdom, bringer of news and information, psychopomp,
divine grace, diplomatic license plates, goes beyond Saturn’s structure,
beyond duality and polarity, a free electron. Gemini asks: “What is the nature
of freedom beyond the limits of duality and polarity?”

Trickster, free
electron or
gypsy, crazy
wisdom, eternal
youth of the tribe

Too mental, changing to fast and
going into things superficially, fear
of loss of freedom or being tied
down, afraid to make commitments,
does not value or understand
emotions

Reverent co-creation with the sacred patterning of life, participating with the
rhythms and cycles of the organic world, working with medicine tools sound,
color, herbs, energy. Discovering and then dedicating self to the "sacred
work", participating with the rhythms and cycles of the organic world,
mysteries of the Moon Lodge. Learning to invoke sacred space, ceremonial
attitude toward everything, reverence and dedication to honoring what is
sacred. Virgo asks “What is my sacred work at the Turning of the Ages?”

Priest/ess
creating sacred
space,
performing
ceremonies and
doing the sacred
work of the tribe.

Cool, critical, judgmental, no
training for the ordinary (i.e.
relationships, family etc.) overly
controlling their space and space of
others, insensitive to emotional
realms, overly focused on details,

Quest for the for continual renewal of vision, expanding the experience of self
to the widest possible horizons through heroic journey and vision quests, joy
in the journey, trail scout opening up new territory in realms of truth, meaning
and consciousness, requires change or continuous unfolding process.
Sagittarius asks; “What is the nature of truth and enlightenment that expands
my vision?”
The Bodhisattva Ideal, Empathic service, devotional surrender, mystical
union, empathic selfless service, care and love for all people, the visionary
dreamer, the ecstasy and rapture of mystical transcendental union (merging)
with humanity and god, responds with compassion to feelings of grief and
suffering, creates a safe space for others to have their predicament.
Pisces asks “What is the nature of selfless service? How can I help and heal
anyone?”

The philosopher
explorer,
theoretician and
quest for truth
adventurer of the
tribe

Spiritual bypass, light polarized, must
tell the truth even if painful, can’t deal
with lack of truth, imposing their truth on
others, boredom, needing next great
adventure, extremism, fundamentalism,
lacks courage to experience real truth

World Server or
Bodhisattva
abnegating self
to serve others,
Heart Healer of
the tribe

Lost connection with sacred rites, codependency, drugs and alcohol are a
poor substitute, glorifies martyrdom,
grief with a hook to get God or other
person to change the game, addicted
givers, giving to get (if I give enough
they will love me and never leave me),
lacking personal boundaries

The Female Avatar, The
Cosmic Visionary, Grand
Experimenter and Innovator,
Avant-Garde Revolutionary,
The Cosmic Visionary, The
Idealistic Scientist, The
Universal Free-Spirit, The
Meditator Seeking Ascension

Gemini
Air
Serves
Spirit

Virgo
Earth
Serves
Spirit

Sagittarius
Fire

Serves
Spirit
Pisces
Water
Serves
Spirit

The Divine Comedienne,
Shape Shifter, Heyokah,
Coyote Woman, The Fool,
The Entertainer, Trickster
Magician, Troubadour
Minstrel, Court Jester,
Information Networker,
Messenger Hermes (Mercury)
The High Priest/ess
Dedicated To The Sacred
Work, Spider Woman,
Hestia (Vesta), Demeter
(Ceres) The Servant and
Lover Of The Goddess,
The Medicine Man
Hephaestus (Vulcan)
The Vision Quest Amazon
searching for Spiritual Truth
and The Meaning of Life,
The Spiritual Adventurer,
The Philosopher-Pioneer
Loves the Devic Kingdoms
The Empath, Kwan Yin,
Nurse/Caregiver, Healer,
Bodhisattva, The Mystical
Dreamer, Visionary in
Transcendental Union with
the Divine. Dionysus
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